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Sounds

Builders and The Butchers – Salvation is a Deep Dark Well

Dancin’ While the Devil Taps his Dirty Fingernail (Gigantic, 2009)
By Jonny Hodder

For all the people who
were creaming in their
pants over the footstomping, jug-playing,
hillbilly barn dancing Old
Crow Medicine Show,
especially their overly
sentimental ballad “Wagon
Wheel” – which every
college guy learned how to
play to increase his chances of bagging a chick at open mic
night – here’s a band and an album that are infinitely better
in every conceivable way.
Salvation is a Deep Dark Well, The Builders and The
Butchers’ second full-length album, and first produced by
The Decembrists’ Chris Funk, commands your attention
with its feverish use of a mandolin on the opening track
“Golden and Green”– picture a coked-up Conor Oberst
tearing into a frantic cover of “Copperhead Road” – and the
condemnation in lead singer Ryan Sollee’s voice when he
concludes that “everything dies given time / and everything
golden and green goes to hell,”.
Sollee’s voice is vaguely familiar, yet also stands out as
fresh and unique. There’s a high-toned, slightly nasal
quality to it, like REM’s Michael Stipe meets Placebo’s
Brian Molko, but with an air of southern corruption. His

The stories and imagery on songs like “Devil Town” and
“Vampire Lake”, two personal favourites, may be set in a
time long past, but the broader themes resonate with the
social and political turmoil of today. Well, except for the
vampires (or, maybe, especially the vampires).
The one lull on the CD is the slow, atmospheric track “The
Wind Has Come”. The song itself has positive points, such
as the tidal rising and falling of the music, but Sollee’s voice
doesn’t gel as well with the melancholy tone as it does with
the full sound on tracks like “Down in this Hole”. At first,
“I’ll start then you jump in OK? Row, row, row your boat..”
one might think that his voice simply isn’t suited for the
song’s tempo, but one listen to “The World is a Top”, the
Where Old Crow seemed content to use the most clichéd
album’s slow, moody closer, proves his vocal diversity.
aspects of the bluegrass and folk genres to make tonguein-cheek, kitschy tunes that were ‘cool’ on the surface, The
While traditional music, whether American, Irish,
Builders and The Butchers have created a raucous take
Newfoundland, or otherwise, is undoubtedly a part of most on American folk music that provides a catchy and exciting
people’s cultural upbringing, by the time you reach your
way for an often jaded audience to enjoy a new taste of an
own musical awakening (around the same time you begin
old sound.
shaving) this traditional sound is abandoned as infinitely
uncool.

Vineyards & Villages in Portugal

Wine

A wine lover’s journey through Europe
By Jennifer Murray

Listening to the
Ambassador of Portugal’s
speech at the NLOWE
business breakfast
brought back memories
of the country’s beautiful
landscape. It’s a
fascinating place to visit
that offers a relaxed
atmosphere with great
wine and food. Portugal,
like Spain, has reinvented
itself and as a result is
producing wines that are a departure from the average
quality wines it used to produce. What’s lovable is the
uniqueness of the Portuguese grape varieties and a
personal weakness is discovering new grapes with exciting
tastes, such as Alicante Bouschet, Touriga nacional , Antao
Vaz, Arinto and Aragonez.
One of the wineries visited was Herdade Dos Grous. The
Herdade Dos Grous winery, although modern in style, still
manages to stay true to its own personality and terroir.
It was a delight to meet Luis Duarte, the wine maker of
Herdade Dos Grous and a legend in Portugal as he was
awarded best wine maker of Portugal for two consecutive
years. During our lunch, he was excited telling us about
his wines, like a proud father speaking of his children. The
food was similar to Spanish tapas, but bacalao (cod) was
an important part. When Mr. Duarte was asked what the
secret of his success was he responded, “Knowing how to
make great wines in one of the hottest regions of Portugal.”
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sense – reveal stories about small town America, complete
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god, the devil, angels and corrupt preachers.
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The southern Alentejo is not only a relatively new wine
growing region, but also the fastest growing one. Extremely
hot, it can yield wines of great complexity, with excellent
extraction and flavour. Our group was lucky to be guests
of Herdade Dos Grous, located in the Southern region of
Alentejo, and experience the magic of the place.
Arriving late at night, the beauty and luxury of the resort
was only realized waking up the following morning. They
have launched a unique project integrating agriculture,
tourism and environment in one single estate.
Their project has achieved cultural, social and economical
sustainability offering everything from wines to cattle,
producing their own vegetables, feed for their cattle and
using their own water supply for irrigation and drinking
water - all organically produced on the estate.

Dinner with the Duarte family

During the trip through Portugal, visuals passed included
picturesque villages surrounding medieval castles, groves
of cork trees (Portugal is the largest exporter of cork in
the World), pastures and vineyards. Staying away from
the coastal areas, which in the summer months become a
temporary home for thousands of sun seeking tourists from
other European countries, the group opted to explore the
interior of Portugal, away from the crowded beaches.
One product Portugal of course is well known for is Port
and the sheer variety of ports can be confusing to the
novice and aficionado. One favorite is Niepoort, a producer
of both some of the best ports and innovative wines of
the highest quality, a sampling of which will be presented
during the upcoming Wine Fest in St. John’s.
Portugal has the potential of becoming a producer of
great wines and is a country of great natural and historic
treasures - definitely worth a visit!

Traveling through Portuguese wine country
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of Yesteryear: Growing up on Pilley’s Cove
WORD UP Tapestry
A little piece of all of us
by Gina Gill
How many sections of the
island have gone unknown
and remain a mystery?
Gwendolyn Poole Molnar
revisits a small unique
section this province called
Pilley’s Island in Tapestry of
Yesteryear and provides a
look into her past life, and a
tidbit of old Newfoundland.

Although Poole Molnar plays the plot out a bit too much like
a list – streaming off names as if a teacher was yelling out
roll call. Even so, she manages to get the proper message
across: simple times are rough times, but cherished moments
that make Newfoundlanders who they are today.
Do not turn to this novel for severe detail, it’s not full of life, but
it doesn’t need glorious writing, the real characters speak the
story. Spoken from first person, it’s like a round in front of the
fire to hear a yarn of days gone past. Who’s who and what
was what and how it came to be that way.

Poole Molnar takes the
reader’s hand through the
A simple read with a powerful reminder of our community and
trails of everyone’s house,
who we used to be and who we should continue to remain.
stops by for a cup of tea and
shows all the residents’ life on the island during the first half of
the twentieth century.
Everyone knew everyone, and everyone knew everything
about Pilley’s Island. Poole Molnar reminds her audience of
a simpler time – a time where there was a reliance on the
community for guidance, entertainment and strength. Pilley’s
Island is a staple in Newfoundland history that should be
referred to all islanders. It’s a reminder of true identity and
duty to this province and one another – to stand by one
another, help each other, know each other and connect like
family.
Tapestry of Yesteryear is a time of no lights, cars or luxury but
it had so much more.
“Money was scarce, but there wasn’t the demand for money
that there is today,” wrote Poole Molnar. No greed, no
material want, just a struggle to live and enjoy relationships.
It’s a bird’s eye view of what really matters.

Gwendolyn Poole Molnar

Business Self-employed and desperate?
Delve into opportunities
By Laurie Soper

How do you make ends
meet when there is no
steady salary? If you’re
situation is anything like
mine was, there was no
steady salary when the
business first opened.
There were many months
when it was questionable
if the ends would meet.
Those were months my
ego suffered terribly. Not
being able to sleep properly and developing symptoms of
stress - cold sores and headaches.
There was no choice left but to scrounge. Linking up
with some recruiters and working as a “temp” during the
day, this ensured that rent would be paid and eating was
possible. It was always manageable somehow, thanks to
recruiting friends at Peak Associates in Toronto. Most of
my client’s projects got taken care of in the evening or on
weekends.
It very much felt like living a double life and it took care
to hide it from my clients, wanted to look successful.

Unknown to me back then was that these situations
were ripe opportunities for career development…in
unforeseeable ways.
My recruiters found a little job doing data entry for a small
non-profit organization. It pulled in $10 an hour. Instantly
hitting it off with Jane, the Executive Director, we engaged
in silly banter that had both of us doubled over with
laughter. Within one month she hired me to completely
revise and design her organization’s catalogue of courses.
She became one of my most cherished clients, and
remains a dear friend.
There are no “blips” or “accidents” on your journey to selffulfillment. There is no such thing as a failure in business.
Instead of losing sleep and punishing yourself for not
“succeeding,” be confident that every single situation in
your life is an essential part of the journey. When you
accept each moment as it is, you will find immense joy.
Your income and cash flow will be exactly as it needs to be.
Laurie Soper is author of Red wine and popcorn: Doing
Business like a Bohemian. Check it out at
www.lauriesoper.com.
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Dating

Love Is Like A Bus Stop
by tara Lehman A.K.A. Love Diva

The time has come.
On a date… at a nice
restaurant, the evening
has been perfect. Then
the bill arrives. There’s an
awkward silence where
both wonder if the other
person will pay or if the
offer should be made.
Leaving a good impression
is paramount and money
can be a touchy subject.
To determine the right
etiquette, this Love Diva polled few people around St.
John’s and here’s their feedback:

Men: All men said it would be thoughtful if the woman
offered to pay, however apparently most women don’t.
This doesn’t mean men will accept the offer; it’s simply
something they think is courteous and says a lot about
character. Approximately 60% feel the social standard
is for the man to pay, even if the woman asked him out
in the first place. The remaining 40% said they would be

comfortable splitting the bill. It was interesting that none of
the men thought the woman should pick up the entire tab if
it was their first date.

Women: When asked if they felt responsible for the bill if
they initiated the date, it was a close 50/50 split. If the man
is the one who asked them out, almost all said they’re so
used to men paying that they often don’t think to offer and
about 50% were quick to add they always offer to pick up
the tip. A common thread in conversation was that many
women aren’t opposed to splitting the bill largely because
they want to show they are independent and don’t need a
man to pay for everything.

Summing up: Women who never pay have apologizing to

How do you get around this tactfully? A personal tip: when
asking someone out, whether it’s a first date or not, say
that it’s your treat therefore leaving no room for questions
at the end of the meal. One of the most polite things you
can do is offer to help pay, and if you happen to be going
on a date that’s not really affordable, don’t be afraid to
suggest another idea. It’s enjoying the persons company,
not the place.

Tara runs D8 Night, a dating service offering Singles
Adventures, email her at tara@eventivenewfoundland.com.

do. Men who insist on paying need to find less expensive
date ideas if it’s hurting their bank account. If it’s a first
date, stick with a coffee shop, a quaint pub or another
place that is easier to escape from just in case it turns
out the date doesn’t go well. Thoughts on this somewhat
controversial subject? Send them in!

Core Training
wellness Real
Some real core advice
By Peter Barbour
Now here is a topic that
has been beaten to death!
Picking up the latest health
book or magazine, there
will most likely be a “get a
strong core in 10 minutes”
article that completely
misses the point of core
training. Real core training
is meant to result in muscle
stability and strength in the
front, side and back area
of the torso. For example,
if you’re doing an exercise
that strengthens your
Rectus Abdominus (your
ABS) but causes instability or mobility at the lower back it is
not real core training! You will actually be putting yourself at
risk for a lower back injury.
Here’s a statement that will blow your mind, crunches and
sit-ups do not constitute as core training! Yikes! The P90X
people of this world are about to put a price on my head!
But keep reading; this statement can be backed up.
Have a look at someone; every time they do a crunch or
a sit-up the spine curves and vertebrae on either side of
each disc in the spine will pinch each disc. This movement
causes excessive stress on your intervertebral discs.
Ever heard of a herniated disc? Yup, you guessed it;
repeated stress like this can lead to either a herniated or a
slipped disc. Dr. Stewart McGill at Waterloo University has
done some really interesting research on the proper ways
to train the core and still have a healthy back. In his book
“Building the Ultimate Back” his demonstrates that all real
core training should be done in a neutral spine. A neutral
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spine is defined by maintaining the natural curvature of
the spine no mater what movements are being made. He
states that excessive flexion (like sit-ups), extension (like
back hyper-extensions) and rotation movements (like
Russian twists) are to be avoided due to the excessive
stress it put at the lumbar region of the back. Listen folks,
its no coincidence that roughly 90% of all herniated discs
are found at the Lumbar spine.
The take home message is to note the benefit to risk of
injury ratio. Sure you you’ll “feel the burn” when completing
your 100th sit-up; but what long-term effect will all that
stress have on your spine? Some are thinking that you’ve
been doing sit-ups all your life and you have a perfect
back… today. But, have you ever heard of the person who
bent over to pick up a pencil and threw their back out? That
pencil was the straw that literally broke the person’s back.
Every time we put our backs out of neutral spine we cause

a little damage to our spine and over time that little damage
becomes bigger, until one day - snap!
Hopefully this article’s opened your eyes a little in the way
of real core training. Looking for some safe ways to train
your core at home or at the gym, check out www.saluslife.
ca for a few videos to have a look at!
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Curtis
MY STYLE David
Trendy Style without

Sacrificing Comfort
by Stephanie Abbott

The Outfit

David is comfortable in an everyday low-key look. His white
Ed Hardy T-shirt, by Christian Audigier, was purchased at
the Ed Hardy store in New York City. Drawn to the brand
because of the tattoo inspired art, the shirt originally had
long sleeves but he had the arms removed to make the
shirt more wearable. He tops the T with a black, leather
bomber jacket from Le Chateau. A pair of bootcut jeans and
bold coloured sneakers finish it off. David prefers DC for
casual shoes and has chosen the bright shade to “better
stand out.” He also wears a Nixon watch which he’s rarely
without.

The Style

David stays away from loud logos and isn’t a fan of skate
or snowboard brands. “I don’t like to wear hats or hoodies
unless I’m just chilling out.” He tends to aim for a little more
maturity in his style and prefers plainer clothes but admits
incorporating “a bit of flash sometimes.” Pseduio, Ballistic
and Living Planet are his hot shops for clothes but he’ll also
hit up e-bay from time to time.

Repeat Buy

Grayson jeans by Silver are an item which David has
replaced several times as they’re a staple in his wardrobe.
Black dress shirts and black v-neck t-shirts have been
re-purchased because they’ve been worn out. Basic black
shirts are a great classic to keep on hand because they
never go out of style and they go with everything.

Style Advice

David advises to “wear whatever’s comfortable” and more
importantly “don’t buy into trends, especially the Bench
trend.” You don’t need to spend lots of money just for
people to see a logo. He also “can’t stand white sunglasses
or hats with straight bibs.”
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Structure Wardrobe & Styling
local designers to lines by Project Runway
by Debby Winters
Structure Wardrobe and
Styling in Churchill Square
is now 6 months old.
Owners/operators Jessica
Mealey and Katie Burke
are introducing their fall/
holiday line up of fashions
for the full-figured woman
under the brand of Lotis.
The line up consists of
three basic pieces for
the holidays and is the
precursor to their more
extensive Spring/Summer
Collection for 2010.

getting something they will not find anywhere else in the
province. Clients can visit Structure and wrap themselves
in Qristyl’s Designs and order the dress in any colour they
desire.
On October 3rd Structure will feature one of Frazier’s
dresses, worn by singer Shelley Neville, at a charity fashion
show put together by the Elaine Dobbin Centre for Autism.
They will also be auctioning a dress at the event. On
October 4th you can visit their booth at the Ultimate Bridal
Show at the Sheraton; they will promote Burkes make-up
services, and also have some product from Structure to sell.

Burke explains that “it’s
a chance to introduce
our line to the world and
provide a teaser of what will be coming up in the full spring
2010 Career and Casual Collections.”
In searching for fashions to stock the boutique it was
difficult finding a supplier catering to different body
shapes. Women carry their weight in different places and
they noticed that garments in the plus size market were
designed for the ‘hourglass’ plus size woman, not offering
any versatility.
Mealy explains, “Ruching (gathering) on the side of a wrapstyle dress distracts from the midsection for those ladies
carrying their weight in the middle. Heavily busted women
need an open neckline; like a square neck or v-neck giving
the illusion of a smaller bust. We’re about the seemingly
minor details that change the garment and make ours very
different then any other plus size line. The motto ‘dealing
with the details’ is what we live by. It is also the philosophy
behind Lotis Clothing.”
Mealy and Burke created a vision for a clothing line for
plus-size women inspired by icons like Michael Kors
and Calvin Klein whose classic and clean lines lend a
timelessness to fashion. With the talent of Newfoundland
born Toronto designer Renee Lethbridge they have brought
their vision to life with elegant and infinite fashions for
empowered women. Lotis clothing is about being basic and
wearable, but with a twist evolving in terms of minor details
while keeping a timeless essence.
In addition to the Lotis line Structure carries a line called
Swervy designed and made by local artist Cara Winsor
Hehir.
Speaking of Hehir, Burke said, “we love what she has done
and we’re excited for our customers to come in and try
things on! We will be working with her much more in the
future.”
NYC designer Qristyl Frazier, currently one of the
contestants on Project Runway is another of Structure’s
designers. Burke and Mealy met her at NY Full Figured
Fashion week earlier this year. They describe Frazier
as a lovely person who is very passionate about fashion
and creating pieces to flatter plus size women. Structure
carries Frazier’s couture silk ‘Timeless Ruched Dress’ - a
sensational couture dress for an important or outstanding
occasion. With Qristyl’s designs, clients will certainly be
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ON STAGE Rocking the Cradle

premiere prior to taking to the Tarragon
by Debby Winters

The Resource Centre for the Arts (RCA) Theatre Company
will open their 2009/2010 season with Rocking the Cradle
by award winning playwright and Gemini winner Des
Walsh. Richard Rose, Artistic Director of Tarragon Theatre
in Toronto, will direct the show at the MUN Reid Theatre
and then showcase at the Tarragon from November 11th
-December 13th 2009.

Rocking the Cradle explores the character of Joan,
played by Ruth Lawrence, and her desperate desire for
motherhood in a troubled marriage Joan is defined by
her isolation, the ethics of her society and her need to
conform to her surroundings. Set in rural pre-moratorium
Newfoundland the play features many of the cast singing
traditional ballads a capella.

Rocking the Cradle is freely adapted from Lorca’s Yerma.
Garcia Lorca was a Spanish poet, playwright and activist
during the early years of the Spanish Civil War. Yerma in
English means empty, barren or bare when referring to
land.

The cast includes; Ruth Lawrence, Jane Dingle, Darryl
Avalon Hopkins, Didi Gillard-Rowlings, Greg King, Monica
Walsh and Kate Corbett. Stage Management by Elyse
Summers, Production Management by Alison Woolridge
and Technical Direction for RCA Theatre by Phil Winters.

When asked about approaching Walsh to do the adaptation This is a significant milestone for RCA Theatre, partnering
Rose explains, “Having worked on Yerma at George Brown with a high profile Canadian theatre company, to produce a
College, I found all the translations recommended to me
were either too stilted, too academic in translation or too
British. I asked a Spanish speaking person about Lorca’s
Andalusian-accented Spanish, particularly whether there
was a humor - something I felt about the situations but
not expressed in the translations. They said yes with the
added thought that Andalusia was an isolated place. I said
‘Like Newfoundland and the way of speaking there?’ They
said: ‘Exactly.’ I immediately thought of Des Walsh and the
outport scenario, knowing the playwright had to be poet,
humorist and a musicologist much like Lorca.”
Walsh says of his early involvement in the play, “When
Richard Rose approached me, I read all of Lorca’s plays,
and in Yerma, I felt as if I knew those characters, almost
heard them as a child.”

play written by one of Newfoundland’s most celebrated of
poets, screenwriters and playwrights.
Amy House of RCA explained; “This opportunity to share
our resources and the way we work is enriches all the
artists and extends the life of this new play; bringing
Rocking the Cradle to Toronto for a six week run allows
the artists to experience the work through the eyes
and imaginations of a new audience. It is also a great
opportunity to promote the art and culture of Newfoundland
and Labrador on a national stage.”
Rocking the Cradle runs at MUN Reid Theatre from
October 8th -18th, 2009 (except Mondays) with previews
on October 6th & 7th. Tickets are available at Holy Heart
box office or by calling 579-4424.

Left to right: Des Walsh, Richard Rose, and Ruth Lawrence
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fashion
Snaps!

Designer Annie Thompson’s Fall fashions
www.anniethompson.ca
Photographer: Jim Allen

Dancing at the Ballroom

Canadian
Design
Queen

I need to tell you that
I like other girls
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Games

Batman: Arkham Asylum

The Dark knight shines in this truly amazing game
By Kyle Hurley
After just playing the newly
released Batman Arkham
Asylum game for the Xbox
360, its hard to decide where
to begin. On a scale of one
to ten for coolness, this game
ranks a 14.

multiple combos with just mashing the X button; But with
the addition of upgrades, more seasoned players can chain
together punches, kicks, throws and Baterangs. The cool part
about is that all the enemies are criminally insane inmates, so
Batman kicks it up a notch. BAM! With arm breaks, leg snaps
and instant concussions. This is not your everyday Batman.

The graphics in Arkham Asylum are detailed and take full
advantage of the 360’s caliber. The Batsuit shows every
outline, including the utility belt. As the game progresses the
suit and cape takes damage and scraps and cuts start to form.
When a player manages to get outside of the Asylum the
background graphics really shine through, with Gotham in the
background complete with Bat-Signal in the sky.
The cinematography in the game is extremely well done. Grab
a bucket of popcorn because the in game movies are just as
good as the theaters. With well synchronized voices, including
the talents of actors like Mark Hamill as the Joker, Kevin
Conroy as Batman and Arleen Sorkin as Joker’s Girlfriend Harley Quinn.

The combat is afree-flowing, brutal ballet of punches and baterangs

With all of Batman’s base power he’s nothing without a
little help. Enter the upgrades menu. Here players can gain
valuable new combos, stealth take out maneuvers like hanging
upside down from gargoyles, grabbing a random criminal and
hanging him upside down as bate to lure in his unsuspecting
buddies. Plus, armor and gadget upgrades.
Extras in the game include character bio pages where there’s
information about the various villains and heroes in the game
such as Bane, Riddler, Scarecrow, Killer Croc, Jim Gordon and
more. Combine this with the challenge series that’s unlocked
by defeating various quests in the game as well as taking the
challenges on-line with XBOX live.

Kevin Conroy and Mark Hamill reprise their roles as the
voices of Batman and the Joker

Starting in Gotham City with the Bat-signal shining, rain falling
and Joker in the back seat of the Batmobile; exactly where he
wants to be! The intro is the story so far and provides reason
for being in Arkham and what the Joker has done this time;
as the game progresses, the Joker of course escapes and
runs free in the madhouse. The whole premise of the games
is to hunt down and re-capture the Joker, all the while sinking
deeper and deeper into the darkness and secrets of Arkham.
Not to mention the madness of trying to figure out the different
puzzles throughout the game.
The combat aspect of the game is a very easy flowing
sequence allowing even an inexperienced gamer to land

The cinematics are better than some of the Batman movies.
(We’re looking at you, Joel Schumacher!)

This game ties together elements of fighting, detective and
strategy games into one great iconic Batman game that will go
down as one of the greatest games of all time.

Comics
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The Informant!

Film

Matt Damon, Scott Bakula, and Melanie Lynskey
By Tim Conway
108 min.
«««

One day, in 1992, Mark
Whitacre approaches his
boss at Archer Daniels
Midland (ADM) to relay
details of a phone call he
had just received from an
acquaintance. Apparently,
a corporate mole has
infiltrated the company and
is sabotaging production. Whitacre’s contact, an employee of
an Asian competitor, has offered to help remedy the situation
- for a fee.
Exploring all their options, the executives at ADM instruct
Whitacre to negotiate a better price, and for good measure,
they call in the FBI. Since Mark has a company phone line
at home, arrangements are made to have someone visit
his house to set up a wiretap.
When FBI agent Brian Shepard arrives, Whitacre finds
himself presented with an ultimatum, but not from the law
enforcement officer. Apparently there’s something that
Mark’s wife, Grace, feels her husband should divulge to
Shepard and if he doesn’t, she will. Torn between feelings
for his associates and doing what is right he reluctantly
agrees. So begins an odyssey that transpires over the next
couple of years, in which Mark Whitacre, wearing a hidden
microphone, assists the FBI in investigating corporate
wrongdoing at ADM.
Based on actual events and Kurt Eichenwald’s book of
the same title, The Informant! tells a bizarre story of a
unique individual in unusual circumstances. The absurd
complications, primarily due the quirks of its protagonist,
are highlighted by the film’s embrace of the comic
characteristics within the story. On a basic level it’s almost
laughable, the notion of asking a regular guy to wear a
recording device into his workplace every day, for over
a year, expecting him to gather information that could
implicate his co-workers in criminal activity.

Winter Car Storage

$300, Nov 1-May 1
(maximum 60” width)

749-3530
leave message
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Director Steven Soderberg adopts a visual style suggesting
the 1970s more than the 1990s, but this heightens both the
comic nature of the presentation and a greater sense for
the passage of time. In addition, Whitacre’s apparent childlike innocence seems to fit better into the world of more
than thirty years ago.
The strongest feature of The Informant! is Matt Damon’s
portrayal of Mark Whitacre. In a role that in recent years
is usually reserved for Philip Seymour Hoffman or William
H. Macy, Mr. Damon more than just holds his own slipping into the body of the character, bringing him to
life. Unfortunately, folks are likely to hear more about the
weight he gained for the role, but his real accomplishment
here is mastering the subtle complexity of a character who
only appears to be unaffected by his circumstances. In an
increasingly greying world, Whitacre continues to operate
as though everything is distinctly black and white.
Matt Damon packs on the pounds for his latest role.
This is far cry from “The Bourne Identity”

Although movies about corporate shenanigans have
become more frequent recently, this one manages to
successfully carve out its own a place.
An amusing motion picture, presented in a manner that
avoids sensationalizing the facts or judging the main
character and featuring an exceptional performance from
Matt Damon, The Informant! is an intelligently crafted, solid
piece of work.
Matt Damon portrays Mark Whitacre, a reluctant FBI informant
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on!
Listings what’s
Check our local events calendar
FRIDAY, Oct 2

WEDNESDAY, Oct 7

TUESDAY, Oct 12

Club One: Blue Eyed Blond
CBTG’s: The Nuthouse
Distortion: The Ian and Glenn Birthday
Extravaganza
Erin’s Pub: Traditional Sessions w/
Graham Wells
Shamrock City: (8PM) Barry Kenny &
Glen Harvey from Celtic Connection
Spin: Funktastic Friday w/Leo van
Ulden & Kid Cue
Stanley’s: (10PM) Karaoke
The Levee: Physical Graffiti (Zepplin
Tribute)
The Rock House: The Novaks
Tol’s: Chasers
Turkey Joe’s: Filthy Fridays w/ DJ Lex
Whalen’s: Des Gambin

Grumpy Stump: Karaoke
Junctions: Wild Wednesdays w/Dr
Drake, DJ Fox
Loft 709: Retro Wednesday with DJ
Sina
The Rock House: (8:30PM, $5) Salsa
On the Rock weekly salsa dancing
The Ship: (9PM, $5) Folk Night w/Ian
Foster
Stanley’s: Karaoke
Turkey Joe’s: Wacky Wednesdays w/
Dave White
Yuk Yuk’s: New Talent Night

Auntie Crae’s: (Noon, free) Auntie
Crae’s Band
Bella Vista: (8:30PM, $5) Sizzlin Salsa
Tuesdays
Greensleeves: Damian Follett & Gary
Bambin
Grumpy Stump: Karaoke
Shamrock City: (10PM) Connemara
Turkey Joe’s: Two for Tuesdays - “2 for
1” w/Carl Peters & Dave White

SATURDAY, Oct 3
Bianca’s: Jeff Dyer/Bill Brennan Duo
Club One: Blue Eyed Blond
Distortion: Over The Top
The Fat Cat: The Sellouts
George St. Stage: Alexander Keith’s
214th Birthday w/Shanneyganock,
Navigators and Connemara
Liquid: Mikey B, Steve Murray, Electro
Loft 709: Dance League Saturday w/
Paddy Greene
Spin: Seamless Saturday w/Mike the
Tailor and Steve Murray
Stanley’s: (10PM) Karaoke
The Rock House: Mick Davis, The
Skinny Jims
The Ship: Colonel Craze and The
Hunch, The Sellouts, The Reluctant
Showmen
Tol’s: Chasers
Turkey Joe’s: Sexual Saturdays w/DJ
Jaycee
Whalen’s: MacLovin

SUNDAY, Oct 4
Grumpy Stump: Karaoke
The Ship: Duane Andrews, Kate Schutt
Turkey Joe’s: Retro Sunday (Ladies
Night) with DJ Lex

MONDAY, Oct 5		
Grumpy Stump: Open Mic
Loft 709: Martini Mondays w/DJ
Diamond
Turkey Joe’s: Manic Mondays: Happy
Hour All Night

TUESDAY, Oct 6
Auntie Crae’s: (Noon, free) Auntie
Crae’s Band
Bella Vista: (8:30PM, $5) Sizzlin Salsa
Tuesdays
Grumpy Stump: Karaoke
Loft 709: Hip Hop Tuesday w/Paddy
Greene & Shawn Goldz
Turkey Joe’s: (10PM) Two for Tuesdays
w/Carl Peters & Dave White

THURSDAY, Oct 8
Liquid: Open Decks
The Ship: Carolyn Mark
Tol’s: First Choice
Turkey Joe’s: Tropical Thrus w/DJ
Chamba
Whalen’s: Dave Borins
Whiskey: Open Mic with Stephen
Green
Yuk Yuks: Mike Wilmot

FRIDAY, Oct 9
Erin’s Pub: Graham Wells
Loft 709: DJ Mayehem
Stanley’s: (10PM) Karaoke
The Dock: Generation Lost
Tol’s: First Choice
Turkey Joe’s: Filthy Fridays with DJ Lex
Whalen’s: Dave Borins

SATURDAY, Oct 10
Distortion: Steve Abbott
Loft 709: Dance League Saturday w/
Paddy Greene
Spin: Seamless Saturday w/Mike the
Tailor
Stanley’s: (10PM) Karaoke
The Dock: Generation Lot
Tol’s: First Choice
Turkey Joe’s: Sexual Saturdays w/
DJ Lex
Whalen’s: Dave White

SUNDAY, Oct 10
Grumpy Stump: Karaoke
O’Reilly’s: (7:30PM) Traditional Open
Session with Alan Byrne
Turkey Joe’s: Retro Sunday (Ladies
Night) with DJ Lex

MONDAY, Oct 11
Grumpy Stump: Open Mic
O’Reilly’s: Larry Foley & Patrick Moran
Open Mic
Shamrock City: (10PM) Anthony
MacDonald & Ronnie Powe
Turkey Joe’s: Manic Mondays - Happy
Hour All Night

WEDNESDAY, Oct 13
Grumpy Stump: Karaoke
Junctions: Wild Wednesdays w/Dr
Drake, DJ Fox
Mile One: Rick Springfield w/Juice
Newton
The Rock House: (8:30PM, $5) Salsa On
the Rock weekly salsa dancing
The Ship: Folk Night w/Chris Kirby
Stanley’s: Karaoke
Turkey Joe’s: (10PM) Wacky
Wednesdays w/ Dave White
Yuk Yuk’s: New Talent Night

THURSDAY, Oct 14
Liquid: Open Decks
Tol’s: Route One
Turkey Joe’s: Tropical Thursdays w/ DJ
Chamba
Whalen’s: Trevor Kelly
Whiskey: Open Mic with Stephen Green

What To Do?
(For Artists)

Anna Templeton Centre (Duckworth)
contact for info re: adult and youth
classes, workshops
Clay Cafe (39 Commonwealth Ave,
Mount Pearl 745-2345): open til 9PM
Devon House Clay Studio - open studio
times, contact for info
The Heritage Gallery – CALL FOR
SUBMISSIONS (by Oct. 5)
Telephone: 739-7994 or email
wsheritageshop@nf.aibn.com for
details. Subj: Brigus: True as the
Compass
Pick-Me-Up Artists’ Collective
Exhibition (Wild Lily Dance Centre,
until Oct. 3) call 765-9539 or email
info@pickmeupart.com for details.

Gallery Listings

Special Events Listings

You, Me and the SPP: Trading Democracy
for Corporate Rule National
Ann of Green Gables (Arts and Culture
documentary tour in St. John’s
Centre, Oct. 7–10th, 7:30pm) 729(EN2006, Oct 9, 7pm) Admission
3900
by donation. Followed by Q & A
with filmmaker, Paul Manly. www.
Buddha Vision (Delta St. Johns, Oct
youmespp.com
9, 7pm) An experience infused
with the essence of contemporary
Stucco in the 80s (Spirit of
modern Asian atmosphere, martini
Newfoundland, thru to Nov. 21) call
bar, cuisine, ethereal music and
579-3023 for show times and tickets.
entertainment. $125.00 Contact
Our Celtic Spirit… in Crayon (Spirit of
Valda Adams at CNIB: 709-754Newfoundland, thru to Nov. 14) call
1180 ext. 242
579-3023 for show times and tickets.
Wine and Words (Newman Wine
Comic
Jam (Hava Java, last Monday of
Vaults, Oct. 8-10, 7pm) Christopher
every
month, 7PM, free)
Pratt reads from Ordinary Things;
Chad Pelley reads from Away From St. John’s Farmers’ Market (Saturdays,
Everywhere.
10AM-2PM), Lion’s Club Chalet,
Mayor Avenue
YMCA-YWCA of Northeast Avalon Career
Fair (Holiday Inn, Oct 15 10am-4pm) Hurling Training on-going at Swiler’s
www.ynortheastavalon.com
outdoor field, sundays 6pm. & St.
Bon’s, tuesdays 6.30pm. Contact
THE SUPREME CHAMPAGNE BIRTHDAY BASH
alephmudra33@yahoo.ca or
(The Majestic, Oct 3) Motown theme
rosshoulihan@yahoo.com for more
feat. Janet Cull and Kelly Ann Evans
details
Call 754-3141
Free Internet: Love of Learning offers
4th Annual JazzSong (Holy Heart
free internet and computer use for
Theatre, Oct. 11, 8pm) Hosted by
resilient youth between 15 and 35
Krista Rudofsky feat. Lady Cove
years old, noon to 6pm, weekdays
Women’s Choir and Newman Sound
in the basement of the Gower Street
Men’s Choir. Phone 579-4424
United Church. For more info, visit
Launch of Canada and Other Matters of
www.fortheloveoflearning.org or call
Opinion (DF Cook Recital Hall, Oct.
Darcy at 722-8848.
5, 7:30pm) hosted by Rex Murphy.
For The Love of Learning (weekdays,
Admission is free, email harron.
12pm-6pm, Free to youth 15-35):
janet@gmail.com
99 Gower Street. Classes in world
Launch of Mi’sel Joe: An Aboriginal
religion, philosophy, folklore, art,
Chief ’s Journey (Chapters, Oct 16,
theatre, resume-building. Free lunch
7pm) Chief Mi’sel Joe will be giving
at 1PM (722-4846)
a presentation. Please contact
Mall
Walkers’ Club: (Avalon Mall,
Flanker Press, 739-4477.
Thursdays, 8:45am) (737-2333)
4Play6 A fundraiser for c2c theatre
The Pottle Centre: (323 Hamilton
(Bella Vista Oct 25, 8pm) Tickets
Avenue, social and recreational
avail. on the door or in adv. at the
programs for users of mental health
Arts and Culture Centre Box Office
services) 753-2143
(729-3900)
The Rooms: (Wednesdays 6pm-9pm
Volunteer Call The St. John’s
Free admission, 9 Bonaventure Ave.
International Women’s Film Festival
757-8000)
runs from October 20-24 and we
are looking for eager volunteers.
Seniors Bridging Culture: (Seniors
Please contact Aimee Wall at
Resource Centre, Thursdays,
754-3141 ext. 224, or volunteer@
2pm) Tea, guest speakers, and
womensfilmfestival.com
conversation (737-2333)
IPAC Newfoundland and Labrador
Seniors
Friendship Club: (Seniors
Regional - 2009 Fall Symposium
Resource Centre, Fridays, 2pm
(Comfort Inn, Oct 5, 8:30pm) http://
737-2333)
www.ipac.ca/NL-Registration
Shambhala
Meditation Group: (Billy
Teacher Education in Canada Feat. Dr.
Rahal Clubhouse, behind Elizabeth
Robert Crocker, Dr. Claire Kosnik & Dr.
Towers Wednesdays, 7:30pm;
Bruce Sheppard (Sheraton, Oct. 14,
Sundays, 9:30am) Free meditation
7:30pm) Admission is free/webcast
practice (739-0270)
live at www.mun.ca/harriscentre
Info. Chelsey Laird: 737-8405 or
St. John’s City Council Meeting: (City
claird@mun.ca
Council Chambers, 4th Floor,
Mondays, 4:30pm) Public welcome,
The Moral Roots of Economic Crisis
see agenda www.stjohns.ca, posted
featuring Dr. Theodore Dalrymple
Friday afternoons
(IIC2001, Oct. 15, 7:30pm)
Admission is free/webcast live at
Tango On The Edge - Argentine Tango:
www.mun.ca/harriscentre Info.
(Thursdays 8:30-10:30, RCA Club,
Chelsey Laird: 737-8405 or claird@
10 Bennett Ave) All welcome.
mun.ca

The Craft Council Gallery (Devon
House, Duckworth Street; www.
craftcouncil.nl.ca) Now showing:
Breaking Point by Jason Holley and
400: An Exhibition celebrating Cupids
Leyton Gallery Summer Exhibit
(www.theleytongallery.com)
Transmission & Defence (The Heritage
Shop Art Gallery, Aug. 23rd – Oct.3rd,
2-4pm) Images of Signal Hill.
The Rooms (www.therooms.ca) Maurice
Cullen & His Circle (until Nov. 22)
Irish Connections (Peter Lewis Gallery,
ongoing) 15 new oil paintings done in
Northern Ireland 722-6009
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My Messy Professional Split
bedroom by Josey Vogels

Couple’s therapy can help keep you together. It can also help you break up.

Counseling couldn’t keep Rebecca and Philip’s relationship
together so they decided to see if it could help them break
up. “We both knew the relationship was over, but after
ten years together, we were having an extremely difficult
time letting go,” says 35-year-old Rebecca. “We’d been
in counseling but we couldn’t save the relationship, so we
asked our therapist to help us split up.”
If you’re going through a tough breakup, and say, throwing
yourself off a bridge, while tempting, just isn’t practical,
therapy might not be such a bad idea.
“I’m all for it,” says Anne Robinson, a psychotherapist who
specializes in couple therapy, even trying it herself. During
her last big breakup, Robinson and her beau went to a
therapist “so we could learn to appreciate each other’s
positive side.” (Which sounds like a nice way of saying, “So
we wouldn’t take each other’s eyes out.”)
“The relationship is an entity unto itself, something you’ve
created separate from the two of you, something you’ve
invested time and energy into,” explains Robinson. “When
you break up, you almost have to mourn the loss of it.”

$3 Bill

According to Robinson, therapy can help that process.
The classic breakup starts with denial (trying to convince
yourself things are better than they are) and is followed
by anger (the aforementioned eye-plucking or, more likely,
when you’re screaming at each other about why he or she
is not the person you want them to be, says Robinson).
Then there’s the bargaining stage when you try to make
up, and be what the other person wants you to be.
Which rarely works and you end up getting depressed.
Somewhere down the line the realization comes that the
person was never who you wanted him or her to be and
you accept them as they are. “It’s like waking up from a
dream,” says Robinson. “Then you can move on. Once
you’ve divested yourself from the other person, there is
closure.”
These stages can take years, she admits, especially if
you’ve been together a long time and losing each other is
a bit like losing your left foot. Therapy, whether as a couple
or alone, might help you get through the process more
quickly - or at the very least, make you feel a little less
like a basket case. “It can provide a positive, supportive,
encouraging relationship, something a lot of people don’t

“I Just wanna say that I am not talking to you”

have, or a couple has stopped providing for each other.”
Robinson says many therapists feel like failures if they
can’t keep a relationship together, “but they can be just as
big a help when all hope is lost and the relationship must
end.” In other words, when you realize you’re flogging a
dead horse.
Apparently, Robinson rarely sees people who know it’s
over and want help breaking up. “Most come in with hope,”
she says. “It’s almost sacrilege to look at the possibility
of breaking up. In fact, many couples stop therapy
prematurely when they realize a breakup is imminent.”
Better to live with the demons you know and all that.
“Sometimes, what we consider commitment,” Robinson
continues, “is a fear of being single. For some couples,
married 20-30 years, the prospect of being single is too
scary, so they pretend things aren’t so bad.”

The Brad pack

Brad Fraser: “Writing [scripts] for Queer as Folk was the best job I ever had.”

By Richard Burnett
There’s a story going round that the “bad boy” of Canadian
theatre Brad Fraser has pretty much slept with everybody
except for me and Ricky Martin. So last week I asked Brad
if the rumours are true. “No – that’s a popular myth!” Brad
laughed. “Yeah, I had my fun. But once I got my public
profile, you never know who’s out there. [Starfuckers] can
get kind of creepy.”
Aah, starfuckers. Brad’s literary hero growing up, the
legendary Felice Picano, once jokingly shared, “I don’t
mind starfuckers. If people stop me in the street and ask if
I’m Felice Picano, I’ll ask them ‘What’s in it for me?’”
But why “bad boy” Brad? Take the time he walked along
Ste-Catherine Street from the downtown Montreal Black
& Blue circuit party – that was the year 3,500 hot boys
paid $14 to attend in 1992 – all the way to Montreal’s Gay
Village wearing nothing but a jockstrap and army boots. “I’d
never been so high in my life and ended up [leaving] with
four guys,” Brad recalls. “A year later, a New York Times
reporter was interviewing me and said, ‘I saw you dancing
on a speaker at Black & Blue at Metropolis last year!’”
The Edmonton native famously burst onto the theatre
scene with his internationally-acclaimed play Unidentified
Human Remains and the True Nature of Love, which
premiered at the Alberta Theatre Projects PlayRites
Festival back in 1989.

“literary doppelganger.”
True Love Lies premiered in Manchester last February
to great acclaim (“It’s a comedy with a lot of heart,” Brad
says), and Fraser is directing its North American debut next
week at Toronto’s Factory Theatre.
True to form, Brad doesn’t have a problem biting the hand
that feeds him – in this case, the theatre world in general
– reinforcing Brad’s old “bad boy” image. That’s because
we discuss what famed NYC playwright Sarah Schulman
told me last November, that “theatre is [actually] the most
conservative art form in America. The real problem isn’t
conservatives, it’s mostly liberals – they are our cultural
gatekeepers. Even though they see themselves as
progressive, because of their fear [of conservatives], they
are reinforcing the dominant culture. This happened during
McCarthyism as well.”

In this climate, Brad’s “Fuck you” attitude has, ultimately,
served him well, a brand as iconic as Chanel. “When
Unidentified Human Remains was huge [it was picked
as one of the Top 10 plays of 1992 by Time magazine], I
literally didn’t give a fuck then. As far as I was concerned I
Then, this past April, when I interviewed acclaimed
had AIDS – everybody had AIDS! I lived my life like I was
playwright Cape Breton native Bryden Macdonald about his going to die tomorrow. It was one of the free-est, least
2009 play With Bated Breath, Bryden told me, “I don’t know conflicted times in my life.”
if it’s the nudity or the queer subject matter, but if you look
at mainstream theatres across the country [these days],
But Brad is 50 now. “When I turned 40 I stopped going to
our stories are not being presented.”
gay bars, drinking and fucking around every night of the
Brad couldn’t agree more.

“Sarah and Bryden are brilliant people and what they say
is absolutely true,” Fraser says. “If Unidentified Human
Twenty years later, Unidentified Human Remains has
Remains was written today, it would not be produced. With
just wrapped up a run in Vancouver, while the musical
True Love Lies, some people didn’t want to produce it
adaptation of Fraser’s play Wolfboy (its 1984 Toronto
because [the play says] it’s just as good to be gay as it is to
production introduced Keanu Reeves to the world) has
be straight. People I know and care for had problems with
just finished in Edinburgh. Brad calls David McMillan, the
that! My first response was, ‘So what! What not put forward
character who drives the narrative in both plays and returns a challenging proposition?’”
in Fraser’s much-anticipated new play True Love Lies, his
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Above: Brad Fraser. Photo credit: Courtesy Factory Theatre

week.” Then he got spinal stenosis. “I was in excruciating
pain and was miserable for three years. Nothing will make
you feel more middle-aged than going into the medical
system. I was taking pills like candy and not wanting people
to know that I was sick.”
There were operations and Fraser got better. And with True
Love Lies, Brad is living proof you can’t keep a good bitch
down. “And I’m working out again!” Brad says happily. “Fifty
is fucking fantastic! And I’m having better sex now than I
ever have!”
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fashion
Snaps!

Ballistic

Styles available this fall from Ballistic
Photographer: Phonse King
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(709) 738 - 5293

